All data and analysis scripts are available at <https://osf.io/dme98/>.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Mathematics education, like with the other STEM subjects, is incredibly important because of the scientific and technological benefits it reaps for society. STEM jobs are predicted to be the fastest growing employment sector over the next several years \[[@pone.0223736.ref001]\] and quantitative reasoning ability has been associated with superior performance in a variety of risky decision-making tasks in the lab as well as within real world settings \[[@pone.0223736.ref002]\]. It should be troubling, then, that mathematical abilities among college students appear to be on a decline \[[@pone.0223736.ref003]--[@pone.0223736.ref005]\].

Mathematical problem solving requires a combination of conceptual knowledge and procedural skill, which researchers believe are separate but mutually reinforcing constructs \[[@pone.0223736.ref006]--[@pone.0223736.ref007]\]. Routine problems mostly tap procedural skill whereas non-routine problems require a mixture of the two \[[@pone.0223736.ref008]\]. Routine problems also tend to require a single computation, usually performed by a calculator. The user only needs to know the correct inputs and to be able to effectively evaluate the output for possible keystroke errors or, in situations where incorrect procedures were chosen, nonsensical outputs. Most mathematical problem-solving frameworks, both prescriptive \[[@pone.0223736.ref009]\] and descriptive \[[@pone.0223736.ref010]\], include a review or verification phase corresponding to this evaluation process. Studies have shown, however, that students almost never "ballpark" answers before calculating \[[@pone.0223736.ref011]\] and tend not to deliberately evaluate answers afterwards \[[@pone.0223736.ref012]--[@pone.0223736.ref013]\]. Because of the widespread use of calculators, it is prohibitive (or impossible) to run a controlled experiment to answer whether they are the cause of the decline in mathematics abilities. However, it is possible to examine the mechanisms that influence whether people notice nonsensical outputs, which may provide a proxy for how such declines may arise from overreliance on calculators.

The purpose of the present study is to investigate conditions under which students will notice errant calculator outputs. There are two general routes to evaluating candidate answers arrived at via calculator: deliberately or automatically. The former consists of conscious, effortful processes (e.g., "ballparking" before calculating). These behaviors, again, have been shown to be rare \[[@pone.0223736.ref011]--[@pone.0223736.ref013]\]. The other route is automatic, where something about the problem itself or the answer candidate arrived at from procedures students, correctly or not, believe are appropriate, captures their attention. This automatic capture of attention (or suspicion) we term "passive threshold". We propose that individual differences in conceptual knowledge (i.e. *numeracy* skills \[[@pone.0223736.ref014]\]) and concrete versions of problems--ones referencing real world situations rather than mere symbols and numbers--will increase the likelihood that people's passive threshold is triggered.

To test for factors that influence how people's passive thresholds are triggered, we asked participants to complete math problems using an onscreen calculator that was programmed to produce errors, or "lies", on certain problems. Previous studies have successfully used this manipulation to determine the extent to which highly numerate individuals defer to calculators \[[@pone.0223736.ref015]--[@pone.0223736.ref016]\]. Here, the "lying" calculator allowed us to create scenarios in the laboratory that mirror real world contexts where calculators give incorrect answers due to typos, employment of incorrect procedures, or from not knowing how some mathematical concepts are handled by the calculator (e.g., order of operations). We measured whether participants' passive thresholds were trigged by the "lying" calculator in three ways. First, to measure whether students became suspicious at any point during the entire study, we measured whether they explicitly reported suspicion when given the chance to do so at the end of the study. Second, on a trial-by-trial basis, we measured whether a participant corrected (i.e., overrode) the calculator's "lies", and whether a participant re-checked their keystrokes after the calculator "lied" to them.

We predicted their passive threshold would be triggered, as indicated by these suspicion measures, more frequently when: (a) concrete problems are used instead of abstract ones, due to increased activation of relevant knowledge, (b) when calculator answers are shown after a delay, hence encouraging students to potentially attempt mental calculation before they see the answer, and (c) when a participant has relatively greater knowledge of mathematics (i.e., higher numeracy scores).

By presenting math problems in concrete formats, it may help people activate the correct concepts based on their knowledge of how the concrete domain works. Such manipulations have been shown to improve performance both in logical reasoning tasks \[[@pone.0223736.ref017]--[@pone.0223736.ref018]\] and mathematics \[[@pone.0223736.ref019]--[@pone.0223736.ref024]\]. For temporal delay, we simply manipulated how long the calculator took to display answers. Introducing temporal delays in calculator output presumably affects the time and effort trade-offs students make when deciding to use a calculator rather than compute something mentally. Participants might become impatient and begin considering computing the problem mentally or perform a partial, "ballpark" calculation. Both scenarios should lead to more suspicion behaviors when "lies" are presented. These hypotheses are consistent with recent studies finding that participants tend to use mental computation and memory-based strategies when faced with lengthier delays (e.g., 4s \[[@pone.0223736.ref025]\], 2s \[[@pone.0223736.ref026]\]).

Finally, in addition to our experimental manipulations, we tested how "lie" detection is related to individual differences in numeracy. Numeracy scales capture individual differences in participants' background knowledge of mathematics and how easily they deploy such knowledge \[[@pone.0223736.ref027]\]. Thus, in the present study, it provides a critical measure of whether individuals are able to deploy mathematical concepts accurately, which would be a prerequisite for them being able to detect calculator errors. Numeracy is more than a simple prerequisite, however. Since the scales explicitly measures the ease with which these concepts are deployed, individual differences in numeracy should also be directly related to participants' passive thresholds for detecting errors. To measure numeracy, we used the popular *Expanded Numeracy Scale* \[[@pone.0223736.ref014]\]. To provide additional measurement on a broader range of concepts, we included questions created by Mulhern and Wylie \[[@pone.0223736.ref028]\]. These were originally used to diagnose mathematical competencies required among psychology undergraduates to begin training in quantitative methods courses. They are also more difficult for college students than those on the *expanded numeracy scale*, providing greater discriminability of skills than the *expanded numeracy scale* alone would allow.

Study 1 {#sec002}
=======

The goal of Study 1 was to test how presentation (concrete vs abstract), delay, and individual differences in numeracy trigger students' passive thresholds, as indicated by our measures of suspicion behavior. To this end, we had participants complete a series of math problems in which an onscreen calculator was programmed to "lie" by 15% in two of the *variable presentation* (VP) questions (described in detail below). In the delay conditions, the calculator displayed answers to the VP questions after a 4 second delay. In the concrete conditions, VP questions were presented as word problems, making reference to familiar scenarios. In the abstract conditions, these same problems were framed in terms of numbers, symbols, and minimal words. We predicted that, in conditions where the calculator "lies", the effects of concrete format, delayed calculator displays, and numeracy would increase the probability of suspicion behavior. Additional conditions where the calculator did not "lie" served as a baseline for comparison and were not included in analyses of suspicion behavior. We also examined whether numeracy predicted whether people would tend to opt-out of using their calculator in the first place.

Method {#sec003}
======

Participants {#sec004}
------------

Two-hundred and forty undergraduate students (30 per condition: See below) from The University of Louisiana-Lafayette (ULL) were recruited to participate in exchange for course credit. They were randomly assigned to one of 8 conditions resulting from a 2 (calculator: lie, no lie) x 2 (delay: delay, no delay) x 2 (presentation: abstract, concrete) factorial, between-subjects design. ULL's Institutional Review Board approved the study. Participants were given a paper informed consent form to read and sign before beginning the study.

Measures {#sec005}
--------

### Variable Presentation (VP) questions {#sec006}

The VP section consisted of six math problems presented in either abstract or parallel concrete formats (see [S1 Table](#pone.0223736.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the normal, non-lying condition, the calculator always showed the correct answers. For the "lie" conditions, the calculator was programmed to "lie" on two of the six problems. The other problems were included so that participants could become acquainted with the calculator and not be "lied" to twice in a row. An example of the different presentation formats would be "15% of 21 = \_\_\_\_\_" compared to, "You have just finished eating dinner and the bill is \$21. You want to leave a 15% tip. How much would the tip be?" In the "lying" calculator conditions, the calculator was programmed to always add 15% (rounded to the nearest integer) on the third and fifth problems. This rounding was included because, on the third problem, a number with fractions would not have resulted from computing the difference between two whole numbers. The concrete version of the third problem read, "Your grandmother was born in 1942, how old was she in 1994?" whereas the abstract version read, "What is 1,994 minus 1,942?" Given the correct input, a normal calculator displayed the correct answer of '52' whereas the "lying" calculator displayed the incorrect answer of '60'. The concrete version of the fifth problem read, "Shelby is a ULL student who just paid \$6,766 in tuition for 4 classes (each 3 credit hours). How much did she pay for each credit hour?" whereas the abstract version read "6,766 divided by 12 = \_\_\_\_\_." Given the correct input, a normal calculator displayed the correct answer of '563.8[3]{.ul}' whereas the "lying" calculator displayed the incorrect answer of '648'.

### Expanded numeracy scale {#sec007}

The expanded numeracy scale, developed by Lipkus and colleagues \[[@pone.0223736.ref014]\], is an 8-item test used by many researchers to quickly assess people's general conceptual understanding of risk-relevant, numerical information. The questions are mostly presented in terms of health-related scenarios.

### Mulhern and Wylie questions {#sec008}

To probe for broader conceptual knowledge, especially for learning statistics, and increase the range of difficulties of the problems overall, we added the questions created by Mulhern and Wylie \[[@pone.0223736.ref028]\] (henceforth, MW) to the study. These 20 questions included calculation of decimals and fractions in more depth than the *expanded numeracy scale*, as well as algebraic reasoning, graphical interpretation, proportionality, probability/sampling, and estimation. The two numeracy measures were summed and grand-mean centered for all analyses.

### Suspicion behavior {#sec009}

Suspicion behavior (or "lie" detection) was measured in three ways. Reporting suspicion towards the calculator at the end of the study was a direct measure, though it is one that does not capture problem-by-problem variations in suspicion. There were also two indirect measures. First, students "overrode" a calculator "lie" when they used the calculator on a target problem, typed out the entire problem, saw the erroneous answer, but entered the correct answer (and no other) as their answer to the problem. "Using" the calculator was defined as typing the full problem into the calculator and pressing "=" at the end. Merely clicking "clear", for example, did not count as using the calculator for the problem. Nearly all participants used the calculator for the first 2 VP problems and entered their calculator output as the answer. If a student does otherwise on the third VP item, one of the "lying" problems, they may not be confident enough in their doubts to override it, so we defined "re-checking" as typing out the operations for a problem in the calculator at least twice. The calculator would continue to produce the same error on "lie" problems, regardless of how many times a participant entered the operations. Participants almost never "re-checked" outside the critical "lie" problems. The two indirect measures were combined in a disjunctive rule to code participants as being suspicious or not on individual problems. In other words, if participants re-checked or overrode on a problem, they were coded as being suspicious on that problem.

Procedure {#sec010}
---------

Participants were told that a tutoring program was being developed and they are helping with pilot testing. All questions were presented on a computer monitor. Answers were entered in a text field displayed beneath each problem or by selecting the correct answer on multiple choice problems. The three sections described above (VP questions, *expanded numeracy scale*, and MW questions) were presented in randomized order. Apart from the VP questions, which have a fixed order, questions within each section were also randomized. Participants were allowed to take as long as they desired to complete the study. Combinations of the delay and presentation factors applied to each VP problem. For instance, in the delay conditions, the calculator showed answers after a delay on each problem, not only on the critical problems.

An on-screen, four function calculator appeared during the VP section. In the "lie" conditions, it was programmed to always display an incorrect answer on the third and fifth problems. These were the critical problems, where accuracy and keystrokes were coded as indicating suspicion. The other problems in the VP section required more complicated procedures that would likely produce trial-and-error among a sizable proportion of participants. Such scenarios would have led to theoretically uninteresting cases of skepticism towards the calculator as "lies" grew exponentially with each calculation. We also wanted participants to be familiarized with the calculator before it "lied" to them.

When participants submitted their answers to the final problem, a page appeared, reading, "Thank you for participating in this study. Please provide any feedback regarding your experience in the box below." Afterwards, they were given a debriefing form, explaining the nature of the study and divulging the deception used therein.

A paper consent form was placed at each participant's station, which they were asked to read and sign before beginning the study. The researchers never gave instructions on whether to use the consent form as scratch paper, though some participants did so spontaneously. When asked, our protocol was to affirm that participants may use the paper or, if they complained there was no scratch paper, to suggest they use the consent form. Generally, we tried not to influence their behavior, preferring to observe rather than manipulate their natural strategy preferences. Even if a few participants surreptitiously used their own calculator (on their smartphone), we could tell from the absence of keystrokes when analyzing their data. All analyses consequently take into account whether students used their onscreen calculator.

Results {#sec011}
=======

We assessed the reliability of the combined numeracy scores with the Kuder-Richardson (KR) equation, which resulted in a moderately high 0.72. Only 1.67% of the participants in the non-"lying" conditions rechecked their keystrokes on VP3 and 97.5% answered correctly. For VP5, no one rechecked their keystrokes and 86.67% answered correctly. These results indicate that VP3 and VP5 are not inherently difficult to solve via calculator and that participants do not have an appreciable baseline level of re-checking their keystrokes that would confound the results from the "lying" conditions. Further on, we show that the presence of a delay likely did not cause students to opt-out of using their calculator, including those in the non-"lying" conditions. In the "lying" conditions, suspicion behavior was surprisingly rare. Only 20 out of 94 (21.28%) of calculator users showed suspicion on VP3 while 8 out of 109 (7.34%) users did so on VP5.

A multilevel logistic model was used with suspicion as the dependent variable and participants as a random effect, controlling for which problem they were answering. Suspicion was coded as 1 if one or both problem-level suspicion behaviors were exhibited and as 0 if neither were. Only participants that used the calculator on both problems were included in the analysis. We therefore excluded 28 of the 120 participants (23.33%, 12 from delay conditions, 16 from non-delay conditions), leaving 92 overall.

Neither the coefficient for presentation (γ = 0.34, *SE* = .66, *p* = .608) nor delay (γ = -0.46, *SE* = .66, *p* = .485) were significant. Participants were significantly less likely to show suspicion behavior on VP5 compared to VP3 (γ = -1.82, *SE* = .35, *p* \< .001), reflecting its greater difficulty. Higher numeracy increased the likelihood of suspicion behavior (γ = 0.20, *SE* = .08, *p* = .011).

Four of the 120 (3.33%) participants explicitly reported suspicion at the end of the study. All of them were in abstract presentation conditions. Half were in delay conditions. Because so few people reported suspicion at the end of this study, no statistical analyses were conducted.

Numeracy comparisons between users and non-users {#sec012}
------------------------------------------------

To determine if numeracy influenced whether students opted-out of using their calculator, we ran a multilevel logistic regression model predicting calculator use with participants as a random effect and each VP problem nested within participants. The coefficient for numeracy was not significant (γ = 0.04, *SE* = .06, *p* = .190), suggesting that numeracy did not influence the overall likelihood of using the calculator in the first place. Only 1 participant opted-out of using their calculator on all 6 problems. This participant was in a "lie", abstract, no-delay condition.

The presence of a delay in some conditions may have played a role in whether people used their calculator on a given trial. Students might show more willingness to engage in effortful processing if the calculator was less convenient to use. For instance, they may compute more problems mentally or "ballpark" what the answer should be. Our primary analysis examined whether the delay manipulation would influence suspicion behavior. To examine more directly whether it influenced calculator use in general, we conducted a multilevel logistic regression model with participants as a random effect, with calculator use on a given problem as the dependent variable, and numeracy scores, calculator condition, delay condition, presentation condition, and which problem they were on for a given trial as independent variables. The coefficient for delay was not significant (γ = 0.13, *SE* = .29, *p* = .661). This result suggests that the delay manipulation probably did not cause students to use their calculators less frequently.

Discussion {#sec013}
==========

Our predictions about presentation effects were not supported in this study. The delay manipulation also failed to induce students into becoming suspicious at higher rates. Our hypotheses that greater numeracy predicted greater probabilities of exhibiting suspicion behavior were supported, however.

The absence of a delay effect may diverge from other studies examining the effect of delay on calculator use. For example, Walsh and Anderson \[[@pone.0223736.ref025]\] found that, under some conditions, participants' choice to use a calculator is influenced by the presence or absence of a delay. Their participants were explicitly paid as a function of how much time they took on each problem, however. We also used problems with a larger variety of difficulties whereas Walsh and Anderson used a few variants of the same problem type: multiplying multi-digit numbers. Pyke and LeFevre's \[[@pone.0223736.ref026]\] study investigated people's ability to learn alphabet arithmetic (e.g., A + 2 = C) depending on whether they were computing the answer, retrieving it, or attempting to retrieve it before using a calculator. In this latter case, participants were shown a problem (e.g., B + 6 = ?) and were given 2 seconds (too little time to compute) to attempt retrieving the answer before they were required to use a calculator that appeared when time was up. Unlike both of these studies, we left participants with no time pressure and thus the effect of delay may not have influenced behavior. A future study could return to the delay manipulation, but in our context, where the emphasis was on examining how external factors trigger people's passive threshold, it was less relevant to do so.

What was most surprising about these results was the rarity of suspicion behavior. Only 20% and 7% of participants, on VP3 and VP5 respectively, showed suspicion behavior. It may be that the "lies" shown in this study were too subtle for most people to notice. For the next study, we increased the amount of error added to "lie" problems and the number of problems displaying "lies" overall.

Study 2 {#sec014}
=======

For Study 2, we wanted to increase the frequency of suspicion behavior above the small amount observed in Study 1. We examined higher "lie" levels over a number of pilot studies (total *n* = 61; 30%, 60%, 90%, and 120% lie levels were used). One-hundred twenty percent was the only level that substantially increased suspicion behaviors. This would also make the concrete version of VP3 patently absurd. It reads, "If your grandmother was born in 1945, how old was she in 1994?" The difference between two dates within the same century cannot exceed 100 years and most humans do not live to be 114 years old regardless.

For the next two studies, we also added problems where the calculator "lied" categorically instead of by a magnitude. For example, the calculator showed answers that were negative that should have been positive. Magnitude "lies" have some minimal, expected characteristics. For instance, the "lying" calculator on VP5 will say that '6,766 / 12' equals a positive number that is lower than 6,766 and higher than 12. The number shown is still wrong, but adheres to some minimal, logical rules. Violating such rules may produce greater suspicion behavior, revealing a boundary condition on our initial findings. On the other hand, if the difference between the two types of "lies" do not produce a difference in lie detection rates, we will have found our results are robust across more situations than our initial study had shown.

Finally, an additional problem was included where the calculator did not lie but probed for whether students depend on the calculator to apply the negative of a squared expression or do so mentally.

Method {#sec015}
======

In Study 2, participants were randomly assigned to view abstract or concrete versions of the VP problems. The calculator "lied" by 120% for both groups. The delay manipulation was dropped to increase the power of the study and because it had less theoretical concern compared to numeracy and concreteness.

Participants {#sec016}
------------

One-hundred and twenty undergraduate students from Texas Tech University (TTU) were recruited to participate in exchange for course credit. Half were randomly assigned to view the abstract version of the VP problems. The other half viewed the concrete versions. Unless otherwise noted, all other aspects of the procedure were the same. TTU's Human Research Protection Program approved the study. Participants were given an informed consent form to read and sign before beginning the study.

Measures {#sec017}
--------

The same measures from Study 1 were used, but the VP section had the following problems added at the end.

### Conceptual problem \#1 (CON1) {#sec018}

For CON1, students were asked to multiply '-9 x -7' and the calculator was programmed to always display the opposite sign of whichever answer the calculator would have normally shown.

### Conceptual problem \#2 (CON2) {#sec019}

For CON2, participants were asked to multiply '0.5 x 0.9' and the calculator was programmed to always add 3 to the answer, resulting in '3.45', if the correct keystrokes were used. If participants knew that multiplying a number by 0.15 gave 15% of that number on VP1, and the keystrokes for many of the participants across these three studies suggests they do, then they should have been aware that CON2's answer cannot exceed 1. The problem is essentially asking what 50% of 90% is in decimal form, so it should never exceed 1 (i.e., 100%). Some students may solve this problem mentally, but for those who use the calculator, their answers and keystrokes will show whether they realized the number should be less than 1 (e.g., "overriding", re-checking).

### Probe problem (PROBE) {#sec020}

For PROBE, participants were asked to simplify the expression '-5.25^2^'. It is important to note that the negative sign and '5.25^2^' are "separate", so to speak. Mathematically, the negative sign will take "the opposite" of the square of '5.25', leading to a negative expression as the answer. We predicted most students would treat the problem as if it were (-5.25)^2^. We wanted to observe the proportion of students who would enter the problem into a calculator, trusting it, perhaps, to apply all the relevant rules correctly on its own. An example of this would be a student entering, '-5.25 x -5.25'. A student who understands that the negative sign applies to the entire expression '5.25^2^' may simplify it first then apply the negative sign afterwards. Alternatively, some students may enter '5.25 x 5.25' then mistakenly apply the negative sign to the answer manually. The crucial question, then, is whether there is a sizable proportion of students who multiply the two negative expressions and accept the positive answer (who are likely relying on the calculator to apply the sign rule) versus the amount of students who multiply the positive expressions and enter a negative answer (people who are using the calculator to compute '5.25^2^' but applying the correct sign rule themselves).

Procedure {#sec021}
---------

The procedure was identical to Study 1, except for the following: a different "lie" level was used, 120%, which replaced the original 15%. People were only assigned to either an abstract or concrete presentation format during the VP section. No delay condition was present. The conceptual problems described above were added to the end of the VP section.

Results {#sec022}
=======

Magnitude analysis {#sec023}
------------------

The Kuder-Richardson (KR) reliability for the combined numeracy scales was, again, moderately high, 0.76. Unlike Study 1, there were more participants showing suspicion, with 53 out of 87 (60.92%) calculator users showing suspicion for VP3 and 16 out of 110 (14.55%) doing so for VP5. The same analytical framework from Study 1 was used. Only participants who used the calculator on both magnitude "lie" problems were included in the magnitude analysis. This excluded 39 out of 120 participants (32.5%, 20 from the abstract condition, 19 from the concrete condition), leaving 81 overall.

Being in the concrete condition (γ = 2.12, *SE* = .53, *p* \< .001) and higher numeracy (γ = 0.12, *SE* = .06, *p* = .032) both significantly increased the likelihood of exhibiting suspicion behavior. Consistent with Study 1, people were significantly less likely to exhibit suspicion behavior on VP5 compared to VP3 (γ = -1.99, *SE* = .51, *p* \< .001), reflecting its greater difficulty.

Conceptual analysis {#sec024}
-------------------

Forty two out of 72 (58.33%) participants who used the calculator on CON1 showed suspicion while 26 out of 99 (26.26%) users did so on CON2. Like the magnitude analyses, only participants who used the calculator on both conceptual problems were included in the multilevel model. This led to excluding 53 out of 120 participants (44.17), leaving 67 for the multilevel model. Twenty four of the excluded participants were in the abstract condition during the magnitude section and 29 were in the concrete condition. The conceptual questions did not vary in presentation, however. For the conceptual analyses we added a predictor indicating whether they showed suspicion during the magnitude "lie" problems. Participants were less likely to show suspicion on CON2 compared to CON1 (γ = -1.40, *SE* = .40, *p* \< .001), reflecting its greater difficulty. Higher numeracy increased the likelihood of showing suspicion (γ = 0.12, *SE* = .05, *p* = .011). Prior suspicion had no effect (γ = 0.59, *SE* = .39, *p* = .143).

To assess whether the difference between magnitude and conceptual lies played a role in suspicion behavior, we conducted a chi-square test on the frequencies of suspicion behaviors. We calculated frequencies for a two-by-two matrix with problem difficulty as columns and type (magnitude or conceptual problems) as rows. The test could not reject the null hypothesis of independence between the two factors.

Finally, 47 of the 120 (39.17%) participants explicitly reported suspicion at the end of the study. A logistic regression predicting suspicion reports at the end of the study showed no effect of condition (*b* = 0.66, *SE* = .40, *p* = .103), but a significant effect of numeracy (*b* = 0.12, *SE* = .05, *p* = .007).

Numeracy comparison between users and non-users {#sec025}
-----------------------------------------------

To determine if numeracy influenced whether students opted-out of using their calculator, we ran a multilevel logistic regression model predicting calculator use with participants as a random effect and each VP problem nested within participants. The fixed effect for numeracy was not significant (γ = 0.29, *SE* = .25, *p* = .234), suggesting that numeracy did not influence the overall likelihood of using the calculator in the first place. Only 1 participant opted-out of using their calculator on all 6 problems. They were in the concrete condition.

Probe question {#sec026}
--------------

### PROBE {#sec027}

Very few participants (5.83%, 7 out of 120) answered PROBE correctly. This made a two-sample *t*-test inappropriate. The *z*-scores in numeracy for these 7 participants were all positive, ranging from 1.19 to 9.19 with a mean of 4.05. These results suggest, unsurprisingly, that the few people who answered PROBE correctly were higher in numeracy. Most participants (61.67%) entered the positive '5.25' expression multiplied by itself. Presumably, they planned on applying the sign rule themselves. These students, however, had a strong tendency (93.24% of people using this strategy) to incorrectly assume the negative sign in '-5.25^2^' would be distributed as '-5.25 x -5.25', so that the negatives would cancel out and result in a positive product. The next most common strategy (18.33%) was for participants to explicitly distribute the negative sign as '-5.25 x -5.25', possibly assuming the calculator would apply the correct sign rule itself. None of these students answered correctly. The remaining 20% of students who used other strategies always answered incorrectly as well. Their strategies ranged from multiplying '5.25' by two to multiplying a positive and negative version together.

Discussion {#sec028}
==========

Study 2 reproduced the effect of numeracy on suspicion behavior from Study 1 and extended these results by including conceptual "lies". The results of Study 2 also supported our hypothesis that presenting problems concretely will increase suspicion behavior, which we were not able to show in Study 1, when suspicion behaviors were so rare. We did not find that conceptual problems produce more suspicion behavior than magnitude ones. Like Study 1, we found that numeracy did not affect whether people tended to use their calculator. Regarding the PROBE question, there were around 18% of students who appeared to rely on the calculator to apply the correct sign rules and about 6% who only used the calculator to compute the square of '5.25' then apply the correct rules mentally.

Despite these results, it is still possible that participants were not motivated enough to perform well on these problems for them to notice errors (i.e., for the problems to trigger their passive threshold). To test this possibility, we repeated Study 2 with an incentive for better performance.

Study 3 {#sec029}
=======

For the third study, we told participants at the beginning that 12 of the top 15% of performers would be randomly awarded a \$5 [Amazon.com](http://Amazon.com) gift card. This was done to determine whether a lack of motivation explains the effects observed in the previous two studies.

Method {#sec030}
------

Study 3 was just like Study 2 except participants were offered the chance to win a gift card if they performed well, as described above.

Participants {#sec031}
------------

One-hundred twenty-two undergraduate students from TTU were recruited to participate in exchange for course credit. Half were randomly assigned to view the abstract version of the VP problems. The other half viewed the concrete versions. Unless otherwise noted, all other aspects of the procedure were the same. TTU's Human Research Protection Program approved the study. Participants were given a paper informed consent form to read and sign before beginning the study.

Measures and procedure {#sec032}
----------------------

The same measures and procedure from Study 2 were used, except for the added incentive described above.

Results {#sec033}
=======

Magnitude analysis {#sec034}
------------------

As a manipulation check, we compared numeracy scores between participants in Study 3 (*M* = 16.63, *SD* = 4.55) to those in the previous two studies (*M* = 14.44, *SD* = 4.51). Participants with the incentive offer had significantly higher scores (Welch's *t*(207.28) = -4.61, *p* \< .001, Cohen's *d* = 0.48). This result suggests the incentive was effective at motivating higher performance. The Kuder-Richardson (KR) reliability for the combined numeracy scales was, again, moderately high, 0.75. Suspicion rates were comparable to Study 2. Fifty three out of 96 (52.21%) calculator users showed suspicion on VP3, while 28 out of 94 (38.30%) did so on VP5.

Only participants who used the calculator on both magnitude lie problems were included in the multilevel model, excluding 32 out of 122 participants (26.23%, 15 in the abstract condition, 17 in the concrete condition), leaving 90 overall. The same analytic framework from Study 1 and 2 were used. Like in the previous two studies, being in the concrete condition increased the likelihood of exhibiting suspicion behavior (γ = 4.69, *SE* = .87, *p* \< .001), as did numeracy (γ = 0.24, *SE* = .09, *p* = .032). Also like the previous two studies, people were less likely to exhibit suspicion behavior on VP5 (γ = -4.35, *SE* = 0.43, *p* = .001), reflecting its greater difficulty.

Conceptual analysis {#sec035}
-------------------

Calculator users were less likely to show suspicion behavior on CON1 in this study (29 out of 75, 38.67%), while users were more likely to show suspicion on CON2 (36 out of 94, 38.30%), compared to the previous study. The same approach from Study 2 was used to analyze suspicion behavior on the conceptual problems. Only participants who used the calculator on both conceptual problems were included in the analysis, excluding 57 out of 120 (47.5%) leaving 63 overall. Thirty-one of the excluded participants were in the abstract condition during the magnitude section and 28 were in the concrete version. The conceptual questions did not vary in presentation, however.

Like in Study 2, participants were less likely to show suspicion behavior on CON2 compared to CON1 (γ = -21.69, *SE* = .00, *p* \< .001), reflecting its greater difficulty. Numeracy scores were again associated with more suspicion behavior (γ = 1.29, *SE* = .30, *p* \< .001). Unlike Study 2, suspicion onset during the magnitude section was positively associated with suspicion during the conceptual section (γ = 11.06, *SE* = 2.81, *p* \< .001).

Like in Study 2, we conducted a chi-square test on the frequencies of suspicion behaviors in a two-by-two matrix with problem difficulty as columns and type (magnitude or conceptual) as rows. The test was significant this time (*χ*^2^(1) = 5.53, *p* = .019). Examining the standardized residuals, however, revealed that neither difficulty nor the type of "lie" contributed systematically in rejecting the null hypothesis of independence. Suspicion on VP3 and CON2 was slightly overrepresented, given the assumption of the null hypothesis, whereas suspicion on VP5 and CON1 was slightly underrepresented, assuming the null.

Finally, 54 of the 122 (44.26%) the participants explicitly reported suspicion at the end of the study. A logistic regression predicting suspicion reports at the end of the study showed a significant effect of condition (*b* = 1.47, *SE* = .42, *p* \< .001), where people were more suspicious for concrete problems, and numeracy (*b* = 0.17, *SE* = .05, *p* \< .001).

Numeracy comparisons between users and non-users {#sec036}
------------------------------------------------

To determine if numeracy influenced whether students opted-out of using their calculator, we ran a multilevel logistic regression model predicting calculator use with participants as a random effect and each VP problem nested within participants. The coefficient for numeracy was not significant (γ = 0.09, *SE* = .06, *p* = .135), suggesting that numeracy did not influence the overall likelihood of using the calculator in the first place. Only 1 participant opted-out of using their calculator on all 6 problems.

*PROBE*. Again, very few participants (5.83%, 9 out of 122) answered PROBE correctly, which made a two-sample *t*-test inappropriate. The *z*-scores in numeracy for these participants ranged from -4.75 to 11.25 with a mean of 2.25. Three of the *z*-scores were negative while 6 were positive. Only one had an absolute value lower than two. These results suggest that, for the most part, participants with higher numeracy were able to use the correct rules, though some may have made lucky guesses about these rules. Another possibility is that the results from Study 2 were a Type 1 error and PROBE does not function well at discriminating people at different numeracy levels because of its extreme difficulty.

Again, most participants (71.31%) entered positive '5.25' multiplied by itself. Presumably, they planned on applying sign rules themselves. These students, however, had a strong tendency (89.66% of people using this strategy) to incorrectly assume the negative sign in '-5.25^2^' would be distributed as '-5.25 x -5.25', so that the negatives would cancel out and result in a positive product. The next most common strategy (13.11%) was for participants to explicitly distribute the negative sign as '-5.25 x -5.25', possibly assuming the calculator would apply the correct sign rule itself. None of these students, or the remaining 15% of students who used other strategies, answered correctly.

Discussion {#sec037}
==========

Study 3 reproduced the results from Study 2, suggesting that the effects observed throughout these experiments are not due to a lack of motivation from participants. Concrete problem framing during the magnitude section increased the likelihood of suspicion, as did numeracy. Like Studies 1 and 2, we found no evidence that numeracy affects whether students will opt-out of using their calculator. Finally, we reproduced the results for the PROBE question, where more students appeared to rely on the calculator to apply the correct sign rules compared to the number that used the calculator only to compute the square of '5.25' then apply the correct rules mentally.

Cross-study analyses {#sec038}
====================

Although our primary research questions are within-study questions regarding the effect of problem presentation, delay, and numeracy, there are a number of differences across studies (e.g., lie magnitude) that could potentially provide additional information about factors that influence critical calculator usage. For this reason, we conducted a set of additional cross-study analyses to examine (a) the effect of lie magnitude and incentive levels, (b) whether, across studies, suspicion behavior affected calculator usage, and (c) whether differences in speed of answering questions (a potential measure of mathematical fluency) affected calculator usage.

To examine how suspicion behavior is affected by the different lie and incentive levels, suspicion behavior was regressed on problem presentation (abstract or concrete), problem (VP3 or VP5), study (1, 2, or 3), and participants' numeracy. Participants were included as a random effect and only those who were in a non-delay condition from Study 1 were included in the analysis.

Results revealed that suspicion behavior was significantly more likely to occur for people in Study 2 compared to the baseline of Study 1 (γ = 1.42, *SE* = .60, *p* = .018). This same effect was observed for Study 3 compared to Study 1 (γ = 1.98, *SE* = .59, *p* \< .001). The difference in suspicion behavior between Study 2 and 3 was not significant (γ = -0.56, *SE* = .44, *p* = .207). A second model included an additional study by condition interaction term to test whether the effect of condition (abstract of concrete) differed across studies. The coefficients for Study 2 (γ = -0.35, *SE* = .79, *p* = .656) and 3 (γ = 0.02, *SE* = .77, *p* = .978) both became insignificant while the Study 2 by condition (γ = 3.54, *SE* = .1.15, *p* = .003) and Study 3 by condition (γ = 3.88, *SE* = 1.13, *p* \< .001) interaction coefficients were both significant. These interaction coefficients were not significantly different from each other (γ = -0.35, *SE* = .88, *p* = .692). These results suggest that the 120% "lie" level from Study 2 and 3 alone did not significantly affect suspicion behavior. The addition of concrete problem presentations likely accounted for the additional suspicion behavior. The presence of an incentive in Study 3 also did not increase suspicion behavior compared to Study 2, even when accounting for potential differences in presentation effects between studies.

Participants who became suspicious on VP3 may have used their calculator less frequently on subsequent problems. The following analysis was conducted to determine whether students tended to stop using their calculator across the different lie magnitudes and incentive levels across the studies while controlling for variation among participants and problems. We conducted a multilevel logistic regression model predicting calculator use (binary; used or did not use) on the problems that came after VP3 (VP4, VP5, VP6) on all participants. We included covariates for the problem they were on, the study they were in (1, 2, or 3), and two binary indicators for whether they became suspicious on VP3 or VP5. Subjects were included as a random effect. Neither being in Study 2 (γ = 0.15, *SE* = .19, *p* = .433) nor Study 3 (γ = -0.15, *SE* = .19, *p* = .423) was associated with decreases in calculator usage relative to Study 1. The effect of suspicion onset on calculator usage at VP3 was not significant (γ = 0.07, *SE* = .19, *p* = .704), and neither was the effect for VP5 (γ = 0.20, *SE* = .26, *p* = .426). These results suggest that suspicion did not affect calculator usage between studies despite suspicion behavior significantly increasing in Study 2 and 3 relative to Study 1.

Finally, we wanted to examine whether procedural fluency could predict calculator usage where conceptual skill could not. Numeracy scales tend to focus on assessing conceptual understanding rather than procedural fluency. These constructs are likely correlated but dissociable. Students can potentially score high on a numeracy scale while being slow with, or distrust, their mental calculations. Because the program used in these studies measured how long students took on each question, we were able to use the average time spent solving the *expanded numeracy scale* problems as a proxy for procedural fluency. This measure was not a significant predictor of using the calculator on a given problem for Study 1 (γ = 0.01, *SE* = .02, *p* = .713) or 2 (γ = -0.01, *SE* = .03, *p* = .829), but was for Study 3 (γ = 0.05, *SE* = .02, *p* = .011). So, participants that took longer to solve the *expanded numeracy scale* problems, and perhaps had poorer procedural fluency, were more likely to use their calculator on a given problem during Study 3, but not during the other studies. This could be an indication that the incentive caused participants to apply their procedural fluency to a greater degree. Some caution is in order though because the average time taken to solve the *expanded numeracy scale* questions is not a recognized, standardized measure of procedural fluency. A new study focusing exclusively on this question would provide more definitive answers.

General discussion {#sec039}
==================

The present study demonstrated that a non-trivial proportion of university students do not know the correct procedures needed to answer common math problems and are often unaware of this fact. This was evident, for example, from the observation that roughly 15% of students throughout these studies did not know offhand how to calculate 15% of 21. We used a "lying calculator" to create situations that should trigger students' passive threshold. In other words, it should have captured their attention and create skepticism. Our results suggested that higher numeracy skills increase the likelihood that students' attention will be captured by nonsensical results, such as a candidate answer suggesting a woman born in 1942 was 114 years old during 1994.

We also found that framing problems in a concrete format increased the likelihood of triggering students' passive threshold. Instructors often frame new concepts in concrete situations that students have some familiarity with, which may be especially helpful, and sometimes necessary, for students with lower numeracy skills. It should be noted, however, that we are not advocating the sole use of concrete framing. On the contrary, the goal of teaching mathematics is to develop abstract, domain-general concepts. It has also been shown that it is probably best to start with problems based in concrete applications *but to transition ultimately to abstract problems* \[[@pone.0223736.ref029]\].

Throughout these studies, we observed no evidence that numeracy influences whether students opt-out of using their calculator, even for easy problems like '-9 x -7 = \_\_\_' and '1994--1942 = \_\_\_'. This could be interpreted as evidence that highly numerate students will tend to use a calculator, even when they do not need one. Future studies could also examine whether procedural fluency of mental computation predicts calculator usage to potentially add nuance to these results.

From Study 2 onward, we hypothesized that conceptual "lies" would produce more suspicion behavior than magnitude-wise errors. The results did not support this. Magnitude "lies" adhered to some basic, logical rules such as being a positive number and being within the correct order of magnitude. For instance, the difference between 1942 and 1994 was not in the thousands, millions, or hundred thousandths. Dividing 6,766 by 12 resulted in a number larger than 12 but smaller than 6,766. The conceptual "lies", on the other hand, were answers that disobeyed such rules. Since this made no difference in suspicion behavior, we concluded that the difficulty of solving the problem and its degree of concreteness are more influential factors.

A similar line of work has examined operation sense, a tendency to evaluate the results of mathematical operations in light of general principles such as the sum being larger than the numbers added to create the sum \[[@pone.0223736.ref030]--[@pone.0223736.ref032]\]. Past research has shown that people are sensitive to constraints on the result of an operation conditional on its inputs \[[@pone.0223736.ref033]--[@pone.0223736.ref034]\], e.g., a number multiplied by 5 should end in a 5 or a zero \[[@pone.0223736.ref035]\]. Yet, in Study 1, most participants did not show any suspicion over the proposition that '1994--1942' equals 60 instead of 52, despite the proposed answer ending in a 0 rather than an even number. Our results suggest that college students may either lack operation sense for some of the problems used here, deploy such knowledge to a lesser degree while using calculators, or a combination of the two. Future studies could use the "lying calculator" procedure to investigate these possibilities further.

This study also contributes to a growing literature examining how cognitive processes are influenced by technologies such as search engines \[[@pone.0223736.ref036]--[@pone.0223736.ref037]\], smartphones \[[@pone.0223736.ref038]\], and cameras \[[@pone.0223736.ref039]\]. The mere presence of someone's cell phone may even occupy people's attention enough to decrease working memory performance \[[@pone.0223736.ref040]\]. One suggestion \[[@pone.0223736.ref036]\] is that the presence of an external technology (e.g., a search engine) that gives people the ability to perform tasks they otherwise could not (e.g., search and retrieve information from the internet) gives them an inflated evaluation of their internal, mental abilities (e.g., general knowledge). Researchers in this area could adopt the procedures used here to investigate how mathematical cognition is affected by the ubiquity of calculators on smart phones.

The difficulty of the problems used in this study likely had a strong effect on whether students would show suspicion behavior, as is evident from differences between VP3 and VP5 as well as CON1 and CON2. This finding is consistent with another study that found objective difficulty increases cognitive offloading \[[@pone.0223736.ref041]\]. It is important to view the results from the present study in light of what students are capable of computing mentally and how easily they are able to do so. Future studies could focus more specifically on this relationship.

For this study, we assumed participants would experience meta-cognitive difficulties in monitoring their knowledge for routine problem solutions. The focus here was on how to ameliorate this effect rather than explain its source. Future studies could investigate these origins using a "lying" calculator procedure like our own. Researchers could perform a cross-sectional study replicating a version of this study on adults of a broader age range to see whether suspicion behavior increases with age or self-reported habitual calculator usage. A longitudinal study could examine how cohorts of students potentially off-load mental computations onto calculators more over time. Previous research suggests a trend like this might be observed. An oft-cited meta-analysis \[[@pone.0223736.ref042]\], mostly including studies from the 1980s and 90s, failed to find negative effects of calculator use within the classroom on K-12 learning outcomes. More recent findings, however, suggest a negative association between calculator use and mathematical skill in K-12 curricula as well as habitual calculator use more broadly \[[@pone.0223736.ref043]--[@pone.0223736.ref046]\].

Finally, this study analyzed calculator usage, but the results may also apply to other domains, such as spreadsheet software, statistical packages, and decision aids.

Limitations {#sec040}
-----------

The calculators in these studies only "lied" to participants up to four times, and only half of these had parallel abstract and concrete versions shown between-subjects. Future studies should use more varied stimuli to test the generality of the effects reported here. As noted before, it would be particularly useful to examine how problem difficulty affects meta-cognitive processes related to using the calculator.

Our protocol for instructing participants emphasized not interfering with their strategy choice. This decision gave us information about people who chose to use calculators, insights into their passive threshold, and the relationship between conceptual-mathematical knowledge and deployments of such knowledge, but at the expense of knowing less about the relatively few students who opt-out of using the calculator. We do not know how these students would have responded to its "lies". However, a decisive majority of students used the provided calculator on most problems. The non-users, therefore, make up a smaller proportion of the population of interest. Only three participants across these studies did not use the provided calculator at all. We also found no evidence of numeracy being positively associated with opting-out of calculator usage. It may still be valuable to know why certain students opted-out and how they would react to calculator lies. A future study could adapt the choice/no-choice method created by Siegler and Lemaire \[[@pone.0223736.ref047]\]. This would entail having participants go through a "free choice" condition, where they can use whichever strategy they like, followed by a number of "forced choice" conditions, isolating each available strategy for the task. In the present studies, we chose to observe rather than manipulate people's natural strategy selection, essentially with everyone in a "free choice" condition.

The combined numeracy scales showed reliabilities within ranges traditionally considered to be acceptable and in line with those observed by the original study validating the *expanded numeracy scale* by itself \[[@pone.0223736.ref014]\]. This is surprising, given that we added the Mulhern and Wylie questions to create a greater range of difficulty to the questions. This was likely to decrease the overall reliability of the scale. From a Classical Test Theory perspective, a more reliable measure is ideal. From an Item Response Theory perspective, it is desirable to include items with a greater range of difficulty to discriminate between people with minute differences in the latent trait (e.g., numeracy), possibly at the expense of reliability. So long as the scale is unidimensional or has a simple, well understood factor structure, we do not see an issue in making this trade-off.

Conclusions {#sec041}
-----------

When students unknowingly use the incorrect procedures on a calculator, which is something we observed on many problems throughout these studies, there is a non-trivial number who will not notice the implausibility of the answers displayed. Results from these studies suggest that more numerate students may be able to detect errors (e.g., incorrect operations, typos) when using a calculator. Apparently, these errors must be blatant for an appreciable number of students to notice them. If problems are presented concretely, where people's prior knowledge can come to bear on candidate answers, this will likely help them detect errors.

Supporting information {#sec042}
======================

###### Abstract and concrete versions for the variable presentation problems.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

Special thanks to Claude Cech for inspiring the initial study reported here.

10.1371/journal.pone.0223736.r001
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Reviewer \#1: Review: When Calculators Lie 2019 (Plos1)

Summary: This interesting research explored factors that influence whether or not solvers detect when calculators yield incorrect/implausible answers. This can happen 'in the wild' when typos are made and/or incorrect procedures are used, and, more theoretically, solver's sensitivity to such errors arguably reflects math aptitude and understanding. The authors hypothesized (correctly) that an individual's numeracy (conceptual understanding of math) would predict their sensitivity to such errors. Further, presenting problems in concrete contexts (word problems) vs. abstract form increases sensitivity at least in the case of large errors (Study 2,3). In Study1, the delay of calculator answer production \-- to allow users to form expectations about the answer \-- did not seem help them notice incorrect answers. \[Some further discussion/interpretation desired\]. Nor did adding a \$5 financial performance incentive seem to increase sensitivity, although this comparison was not (yet) tested statistically (Study 2 vs. Study 3). Error magnitude (15% off vs. 120% off) and type (magnitude error vs. conceptual error: e.g., product of two negatives being negative) were also considered.

This is interesting, novel research with theoretical and pedagogical relevance. It is connected to various existing lines of research, and interesting and motivated factors are considered. It is also generally well written.

Study 1: 8 groups: 2(calc: 15% lie vs. no-lie) x 2(delay) X 2 (presentation: concrete vs. abstract)

Within: lie probs vs. non-lie probs?

Study 2: 2 groups: 2(Presentation: abstract vs. concrete), 120% lying on magnitude lie problems

Within: Magnitude lies problems vs. Concept lie Problems?

There we no non-lie concept problems (baseline)

Study 3: 2 groups: 2(Presentation: abstract vs. concrete), 120% lying + \$5 performance incentive

Within: Magnitude lies problems vs. Concept lie Problems?

1\. Some key additional analyses are requested since some very interesting manipulations are across vs. within experiments. It seems feasible and would add considerable value to add statistical analyses combining/comparing experiments to better understand the influence of these interesting manipulations, for example:

a\) magnitude of calculator error/lie (0%, 15%, 120%)

0% in no-lie group in Study 1, 15% in lie group in Study 1, vs. 120% in Study 2/3

just include the no-delay subset in Study 1 since there was no delay in Study 2/3

i\) does lie magnitude affect Suspicion Likelihood

ii\) does lie magnitude affect Calculator Use (e.g., less likely to use Calculator if lies big-time)

(on Q4-Q6 for those who used the calculator on Q3)

b\) Performance Incentive: Study 2=no, Study 3=yes

i\) does incentive affect Suspicion Likelihood

ii\) does incentive affect Calculator Use (e.g., more likely to use calculator if money on the line?)

Study 2&3 could maybe even be described as a single experiment.

2\. The use of the On-screen calculator use was \*NOT\* mandated/required for all VP questions. There are pros and cons to this design.

a\) On the con side, allowing solvers to opt out seems can cause missing data if they opted not to use calculator on critical "Lie" questions in the lie condition? The people who didn't use the calculator on those questions couldn't be included in the analysis (since they never saw the error to be suspicious of). The people good enough at math to opt out of calculator use (and thus be excluded from the analysis) however, arguably includes a subset of the sample especially likely to be skilled/savvy enough to be suspicious of dodgy answers. This possibility/limitation should be more explicitly spelled out in the discussion about the rarity of suspicion frequency (overriding/rechecking). E.g., line 550

b\) HOWEVER, on the pro side, calculator use could itself serve as an additional potential index of suspicion. Opting to decrease calculator use after exposure to errors is possible evidence of suspicion. Was an original intention of the design (allowing them the flexibility to opt out of calculator use) to possibly see if they would opt to use the calculator less on questions 4-6 (especially quest 6 after 2 lies) in the lie condition than no lie condition as another possible indicator of suspicion? Do the data cooperate? (Please do and report requested analysis in Point 1)a)ii) above).

3\. Delay Factor (Study 1):

a\) In Walsh & Anderson, if I recall correctly, calculator efficiency influenced the likelihood of them opting to use it (e.g., on subsequent trials) -- so just as you tested to see if numeracy influenced peoples' tendency to opt out of calculator use, also please test whether this delay factor influenced calculator use.

b\) What proportion of people were excluded from suspicion analysis (as non-users) in delay group vs. no-delay group? If delay caused more people to be excluded, it is possible that the people likely to opt out of calculator use (in response to delay) may be the more skilled ones and thus the ones who would have been more likely to detect errors. This should be discussed as a possible reason for failure to find an effect of delay on suspicion (if it induced more calculator opt out ).

c\) Additionally, in discussion section (Study 1 and/or general), could include other possibility as to why this hypothesized factor may have not had an effect (on suspicion) in this study, but did have influences (on other measures) in Walsh&Anderson (2009) and Pyke&LeFevre (2011). I might speculate that in Pyke&LeFevre (2011) the delay was before they could use the calculator, so they had nothing to do except try to mentally come up with the answer. However in the current research, I believe the delay came after they had already put in the effort of typing the problem into the calculator, so in that case they might not be inclined to further exert themselves to also then calculate mentally -- rather they might just wait for the fruits of the labor (typing) they'd already invested.

4\. Lie vs. Baseline Comparison (Study 1): -Line 244: Significance of Results are reported for various factors/coefficients (e.g., presentation format, delay, question number) -- but not for the calculator (lie, no-lie) factor. Assume it is ns? Please report. Maybe the baseline condition wasn't included in this analysis? However, since it was a manipulation there should be some statistical analysis comparing lie vs. no lie conditions.

5\. End of Study Suspicion Reports: this info is reported for study 2 & 3, but not study 1

6\. Numeracy and Calculator Use: Gen Discussion should consider why numeracy (as measured here) might not have influenced calculator use. It may have to do with the extent the measure focuses on conceptual knowledge vs. procedural fluency. Which is fine, as conceptual knowledge is likely more important/predictive for suspicion. Were the numeracy evaluations timed or time-limited? Measures related to time/speed related like calculation or retrieval "fluency" might better predict reliance on external computation devices. If there is timing (speed) data on for the numeracy tasks -- this might predict calculator use. Another issue is that some people may have been using external calculators/smart phones. This should be controlled/prohibited in future research. Otherwise there is ambiguity in data interpretation -- no keystrokes on on-screen calculator could mean they opted to mentally calculate OR use an external calculator.

7\. Conceptual errors (Study 2): such conceptual errors and (detecting) sensitivity to them relates to some existing lines of research on "Operation Sense" by researchers such as Prather and (Dixon, Deets & Bangert). Some of that research should at least be mentioned/cited in the context of background and/or discussion

Minor Points:

-Abstract: after i.e., it should be "from" not "form"

-Line 123: Sentence structure is a bit long/awkward. Maybe break into two sentences: However, \*\*numeracy is\*\* more than a simple prerequisite. Since numeracy explicitly....

-Line 131: missing words "than the": greater discriminability of skills \*\*than the\*\* expanded....

-Line 157/158: Since it is between groups design, recommend clarifying that in the no lie condition the calculator will tell the truth on all problems vs. in the lie condition the calculator will lie on two problems. (If my understanding is correct).

\- Why round the answer to the nearest integer in the lie condition?

\- Please clarify in procedure: If participants rechecked an answer (re-typed question into calculator) -- would it provide correct answer this time or still give the same error?

-Line 241: if only participants that used calculator on both critical problems were included in analysis -- please explicitly state what proportion of participants in the lie condition were omitted/included? Also do this for Study 2 and 3 please.

-Line 242/243: Why were 94 participants involved in suspicion percentages for VP3 and 109 participants for VP5? Is this now including participants who used calculator for each question but not nec. Both questions.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.
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Dear Professor Valerio Capraro:

We are pleased to resubmit our manuscript, "When calculators lie: A demonstration of uncritical calculator usage among college students and factors that improve performance," for consideration in PloS One. We thank the current and previous reviewers for their thoughtful observations.

The review of our previous submission was largely positive, answering that we met all of PloS One's primary review criteria. However, the reviewer also had a number of suggestions for additional analyses and clarifications that we believe have substantially improved the manuscript. We now include extensive discussions of how our delay manipulation departs from previous studies, three new cross-study analyses, and several clarifications and additional data reports. We hope that you now agree that the manuscript is now acceptable for publication at PloS One

We now address each of the reviewer's comments point-by-point below.

1\. Some key additional analyses are requested since some very interesting manipulations are across vs. within experiments. It seems feasible and would add considerable value to add statistical analyses combining/comparing experiments to better understand the influence of these interesting manipulations, for example: a) magnitude of calculator error/lie (0%, 15%, 120%) 0% in no-lie group in Study 1, 15% in lie group in Study 1, vs. 120% in Study 2/3 just include the no-delay subset in Study 1 since there was no delay in Study 2/3 i) does lie magnitude affect Suspicion Likelihood

We now include a Cross-Study Analyses section just before the General Discussion. We directly tested the effects of lie level and incentive on suspicion behavior across the studies as the reviewer suggested. Also at the reviewer's suggestion, we excluded participants from the delay conditions of Study 1 to eliminate theoretically uninteresting variance between-studies. Because our measure of lie detection was only defined for trials where participants were lied to, we did not include participants in the "non-lying" conditions for Study 1.We have revised our methods and results sections throughout the manuscript to make this clearer. In regard to the suggested analyses, the second paragraph of the new Cross-Study Analyses section reads,

"To examine how suspicion behavior is affected by the different lie and incentive levels, suspicion behavior was regressed on problem presentation (abstract or concrete), problem (VP3 or VP5), study (1, 2, or 3), and participants' numeracy. Participants were included as a random effect and only those who were in a non-delay condition from Study 1 were included in the analysis.

Results revealed that suspicion behavior was significantly more likely to occur for people in Study 2 compared to the baseline of Study 1 (� = 1.42, SE = .60, p = .018). This same effect was observed for Study 3 compared to Study 1 (� = 1.98, SE = .59, p \< .001). The difference in suspicion behavior between Study 2 and 3 was not significant (� = -0.56, SE = .44, p = .207). A second model included an additional study by condition interaction term to test whether the effect of condition (abstract of concrete) differed across studies. The coefficients for Study 2 (� = -0.35, SE = .79, p = .656) and 3 (� = 0.02, SE = .77, p = .978) both became insignificant while the Study 2 by condition (� = 3.54, SE = .1.15, p = .003) and Study 3 by condition (� = 3.88, SE = 1.13, p \< .001) interaction coefficients were both significant. These interaction coefficients were not significantly different from each other (� = -0.35, SE = .88, p = .692). These results suggest that the 120% "lie" level from Study 2 and 3 alone did not significantly affect suspicion behavior. The addition of concrete problem presentations likely accounted for the additional suspicion behavior. The presence of an incentive in Study 3 also did not increase suspicion behavior compared to Study 2, even when accounting for potential differences in presentation effects between studies." (p. 25-26)

The reviewer also asked whether lie magnitude and incentive affected calculator use: ii) does lie magnitude affect Calculator Use (e.g., less likely to use Calculator if lies big-time) (on Q4-Q6 for those who used the calculator on Q3). We have added this analysis in the Cross-Study Analyses section as well. It reads,

"Participants who became suspicious on VP3 may have used their calculator less frequently on subsequent problems. The following analysis was conducted to determine whether students tended to stop using their calculator across the different lie magnitudes and incentive levels across the studies while controlling for variation among participants and problems. We conducted a multilevel logistic regression model predicting calculator use (binary; used or did not use) on the problems that came after VP3 (VP4, VP5, VP6) on all participants. We included covariates for the problem they were on, the study they were in (1, 2, or 3), and two binary indicators for whether they became suspicious on VP3 or VP5. Subjects were included as a random effect. Neither being in Study 2 (� = 0.15, SE = .19, p = .433) nor Study 3 (� = -0.15, SE = .19, p = .423) was associated with decreases in calculator usage relative to Study 1. The effect of suspicion onset on calculator usage at VP3 was not significant (� = 0.07, SE = .19, p = .704), and neither was the effect for VP5 (� = 0.20, SE = .26, p = .426). These results suggest that suspicion did not affect calculator usage between studies despite suspicion behavior significantly increasing in Study 2 and 3 relative to Study 1." (p. 26)

The reviewer suggested we describe Study 2 and 3 as a single experiment: Study 2&3 could maybe even be described as a single experiment. We recognize that this could potentially make the results clearer for readers and gave the suggestion much thought. We hope to keep the two studies separate for the sake of transparency and to avoid any biases that may arise due to the results of Study 2 being known prior to conducting Study 3. To give some background, Study 3 was conducted after receiving a previous revise and resubmit decision here at Plos One. Thus the results of Study 2 had already been determined prior to Study 3, which makes combining them potentially fall under "data peaking". We believe it is stronger and more transparent to describe the replication and extension as a separate study, as it was originally conceived, than combine them post hoc into a single study.

The next section discussed our decision to allow participants to opt-in or out of using their calculators freely. 2. The use of the On-screen calculator use was \*NOT\* mandated/required for all VP questions. There are pros and cons to this design. a) On the con side, allowing solvers to opt out seems can cause missing data if they opted not to use calculator on critical "Lie" questions in the lie condition? The people who didn't use the calculator on those questions couldn't be included in the analysis (since they never saw the error to be suspicious of)... This possibility/limitation should be more explicitly spelled out in the discussion about the rarity of suspicion frequency (overriding/rechecking). E.g., line 550

We agree this is a limitation of the study that readers should be aware of. We regret this was not given greater emphasis in the original manuscript. We have added cautionary remarks throughout the manuscript and the issue been given greater emphasis in the limitations section. We have also now included the exact number of participants excluded from the magnitude and conceptual analyses for each study to potentially drive this point further home for readers.

This section, on pages 30-31, read as follows.

"Our protocol for instructing participants emphasized not interfering with their strategy choice. This decision gave us information about people who chose to use calculators, insights into their passive threshold, and the relationship between conceptual-mathematical knowledge and deployments of such knowledge, but at the expense of knowing less about the relatively few students who opt-out of using the calculator. We do not know how these students would have responded to its "lies". However, a decisive majority of students used the provided calculator on most problems. The non-users, therefore, make up a smaller proportion of the population of interest. Only three participants across these studies did not use the provided calculator at all. We also found no evidence of numeracy being positively associated with opting-out of calculator usage. It may still be valuable to know why certain students opted-out and how they would react to calculator lies. A future study could adapt the choice/no-choice method created by Siegler and Lemaire \[47\]. This would entail having participants go through a "free choice" condition, where they can use whichever strategy they like, followed by a number of "forced choice" conditions, isolating each available strategy for the task. In the present studies, we chose to observe rather than manipulate people's natural strategy selection, essentially with everyone in a "free choice" condition."

The reviewer also said, The people good enough at math to opt out of calculator use (and thus be excluded from the analysis) however, arguably includes a subset of the sample especially likely to be skilled/savvy enough to be suspicious of dodgy answers. Our original analyses suggested there was no difference in numeracy between those who opted-in or out of using their calculator. We did, however, find some potentially interesting differences in calculator usage depending on the speed with which people completed the expanded numeracy section, which we describe in section five below.

b\) HOWEVER, on the pro side, calculator use could itself serve as an additional potential index of suspicion. Opting to decrease calculator use after exposure to errors is possible evidence of suspicion. Was an original intention of the design (allowing them the flexibility to opt out of calculator use) to possibly see if they would opt to use the calculator less on questions 4-6 (especially quest 6 after 2 lies) in the lie condition than no lie condition as another possible indicator of suspicion? Do the data cooperate? (Please do and report requested analysis in Point 1)a)ii) above).

We have conducted this analysis, and now report it in the manuscript. It seems that suspicion onset does not impact future calculator usage.

"Participants who became suspicious on VP3 may have used their calculator less frequently on subsequent problems. The following analysis was conducted to determine whether students tended to stop using their calculator across the different lie magnitudes and incentive levels across the studies while controlling for variation among participants and problems. We conducted a multilevel logistic regression model predicting calculator use (binary; used or did not use) on the problems that came after VP3 (VP4, VP5, VP6) on all participants. We included covariates for the problem they were on, the study they were in (1, 2, or 3), and two binary indicators for whether they became suspicious on VP3 or VP5. Subjects were included as a random effect. Neither being in Study 2 (� = 0.15, SE = .19, p = .433) nor Study 3 (� = -0.15, SE = .19, p = .423) was associated with decreases in calculator usage relative to Study 1. The effect of suspicion onset on calculator usage at VP3 was not significant (� = 0.07, SE = .19, p = .704), and neither was the effect for VP5 (� = 0.20, SE = .26, p = .426). These results suggest that suspicion did not affect calculator usage between studies despite suspicion behavior significantly increasing in Study 2 and 3 relative to Study 1." (p. 26)

The next section concerned the delay effect from Study 1: 3. Delay Factor (Study 1): a) In Walsh & Anderson, if I recall correctly, calculator efficiency influenced the likelihood of them opting to use it (e.g., on subsequent trials) -- so just as you tested to see if numeracy influenced peoples' tendency to opt out of calculator use, also please test whether this delay factor influenced calculator use... c) Additionally, in discussion section (Study 1 and/or general), could include other possibility as to why this hypothesized factor may have not had an effect (on suspicion) in this study, but did have influences (on other measures) in Walsh&Anderson (2009) and Pyke&LeFevre (2011). I might speculate that in Pyke&LeFevre (2011) the delay was before they could use the calculator, so they had nothing to do except try to mentally come up with the answer. However in the current research, I believe the delay came after they had already put in the effort of typing the problem into the calculator, so in that case they might not be inclined to further exert themselves to also then calculate mentally -- rather they might just wait for the fruits of the labor (typing) they'd already invested.

We discuss differences between our study and the two discussed by the reviewer that turned out to be crucial. A new paragraph in the manuscript reads,

"The absence of a delay effect may diverge from other studies examining the effect of delay on calculator use. For example, Walsh and Anderson \[25\] found that, under some conditions, participants' choice to use a calculator is influenced by the presence or absence of a delay. Their participants were explicitly paid as a function of how much time they took on each problem, however. We also used problems with a larger variety of difficulties whereas Walsh and Anderson used a few variants of the same problem type: multiplying multi-digit numbers. Pyke and LeFevre's \[26\] study investigated people's ability to learn alphabet arithmetic (e.g., A + 2 = C) depending on whether they were computing the answer, retrieving it, or attempting to retrieve it before using a calculator. In this latter case, participants were shown a problem (e.g., B + 6 = ? ) and were given 2 seconds (too little time to compute) to attempt retrieving the answer before they were required to use a calculator that appeared when time was up. Unlike both of these studies, we left participants with no time pressure and thus the effect of delay may not have influenced behavior. A future study could return to the delay manipulation, but in our context, where the emphasis was on examining how external factors trigger people's passive threshold, it was less relevant to do so." (p. 13)

Returning to the delay manipulation in the present context, where emphasis is placed on low-time pressure, and free strategy choice, could be fruitful. In a pilot study investigating how much of a time delay this may require, however, we found no difference among 42 students in their calculator usage between a 2-, 4-, and 7-second delay on each VP problem. This is despite including two easier problems in the beginning ('7 x 6 = \_\_\_' and '63 -- 8 = \_\_\_') and despite several of the VP problems requiring multiple computations. These results suggest it could take an extraordinary amount of wait time for students to choose a more effortful strategy. Currently, we do not include this pilot study in the paper to avoid overwhelming the reader as we don't return to the delay manipulation in the later studies. However, we could add these details if the reviewer or editor would find them helpful.

The reviewer also asked how many participants were excluded from the delay conditions: b) What proportion of people were excluded from suspicion analysis (as non-users) in delay group vs. no-delay group? If delay caused more people to be excluded, it is possible that the people likely to opt out of calculator use (in response to delay) may be the more skilled ones and thus the ones who would have been more likely to detect errors. This should be discussed as a possible reason for failure to find an effect of delay on suspicion (if it induced more calculator opt out ).

A total of 28 participants were dropped from the magnitude analysis that tested the effect of delay. Of these 28, 12 were in a delay condition. Of the 92 who remained in the analysis, 48 were in a delay condition. We now list the number of participants dropped from each condition throughout the manuscript.

In the fourth section, the reviewer inquired about the "no-lie" condition: 4. Lie vs. Baseline Comparison (Study 1): -Line 244: Significance of Results are reported for various factors/coefficients (e.g., presentation format, delay, question number) -- but not for the calculator (lie, no-lie) factor. Assume it is ns? Please report. Maybe the baseline condition wasn't included in this analysis? However, since it was a manipulation there should be some statistical analysis comparing lie vs. no lie conditions.

We did not include participants in the "non-lying" conditions in our analyses for a number of reasons. First, we wanted to measure suspicion behavior toward lies, so we didn't think it would be appropriate to include people in our analyses who weren't lied to. Second, one of the suspicion behaviors, overriding, can only occur if a participant is lied to. The other suspicion behavior, re-checking is possible without the lie, but only 2 out of the 120 (1.67%) of the participants in the non-"lying" conditions rechecked their keystrokes on VP3 and none of them did so on VP5. We included the "no lie" conditions so that we can assess baseline levels of participant double-checking their keystrokes, which was very rare, without being lied to, and to assess the difficulty of the problems with a non-lying calculator. These data helped us place more confidence in our inferences. For instance, we can rule out the possibility that VP3 was too difficult to solve mentally or with a calculator or that participants did not, in general, know which keystrokes should be used to solve VP5. We have added remarks throughout the manuscript, especially in the Methods and Results sections of Study 1 to clarify these points.

5\. End of Study Suspicion Reports: this info is reported for study 2 & 3, but not study 1. We thank the reviewer for noticing this oversight. It has been corrected in the new manuscript.

The sixth section discusses our observation that numeracy did not affect calculator use: 6. Numeracy and Calculator Use: Gen Discussion should consider why numeracy (as measured here) might not have influenced calculator use. It may have to do with the extent the measure focuses on conceptual knowledge vs. procedural fluency. Which is fine, as conceptual knowledge is likely more important/predictive for suspicion. Were the numeracy evaluations timed or time-limited? Measures related to time/speed related like calculation or retrieval "fluency" might better predict reliance on external computation devices. If there is timing (speed) data on for the numeracy tasks -- this might predict calculator use.

We have added the following section in the Cross-Study Analyses and hopefully addresses these questions:

"Finally, we wanted to examine whether procedural fluency could predict calculator usage where conceptual skill could not. Numeracy scales tend to focus on assessing conceptual understanding rather than procedural fluency. These constructs are likely correlated but dissociable. Students can potentially score high on a numeracy scale while being slow with, or distrust, their mental calculations. Because the program used in these studies measured how long students took on each question, we were able to use the average time spent solving the expanded numeracy scale problems as a proxy for procedural fluency. This measure was not a significant predictor of using the calculator on a given problem for Study 1 (� = 0.01, SE = .02, p = .713) or 2 (� = -0.01, SE = .03, p = .829), but was for Study 3 (� = 0.05, SE = .02, p = .011). So, participants that took longer to solve the expanded numeracy scale problems, and perhaps had poorer procedural fluency, were more likely to use their calculator on a given problem during Study 3, but not during the other studies. This could be an indication that the incentive caused participants to apply their procedural fluency to a greater degree. Some caution is in order though because the average time taken to solve the expanded numeracy scale questions is not a recognized, standardized measure of procedural fluency. A new study focusing exclusively on this question would provide more definitive answers." (p. 26-27)

"Another issue is that some people may have been using external calculators/smart phones. This should be controlled/prohibited in future research. Otherwise there is ambiguity in data interpretation -- no keystrokes on on-screen calculator could mean they opted to mentally calculate OR use an external calculator."

We agree that students should be kept from using their own calculators. The research assistants and lead author on the study do not recall any participants using their smart phone during the study, though participants could have just been furtive enough to use their phones without our noticing. One thing we have noted in the manuscript is that only 1 participant per study did not use the on-screen calculator on a single problem, e.g.,

"Only 1 participant opted-out of using their calculator on all 6 problems. This participant was in a "lie", abstract, no-delay condition." (p. 12)

7\. Conceptual errors (Study 2): such conceptual errors and (detecting) sensitivity to them relates to some existing lines of research on "Operation Sense" by researchers such as Prather and (Dixon, Deets & Bangert). Some of that research should at least be mentioned/cited in the context of background and/or discussion. We thank the reviewer for introducing us to this fascinating and very relevant line of research. After doing some reading, we have added the following paragraph in the General Discussion section.

"A similar line of work has examined operation sense, a tendency to evaluate the results of mathematical operations in light of general principles such as the sum being larger than the numbers added to create the sum \[30-2\]. Past research has shown that people are sensitive to constraints on the result of an operation conditional on its inputs \[33-4\], e.g., a number multiplied by 5 should end in a 5 or a zero \[35\]. Yet, in Study 1, most participants did not show any suspicion over the proposition that '1994 -- 1942' equals 60 instead of 52, despite the proposed answer ending in a 0 rather than an even number. Our results suggest that college students may either lack operation sense for some of the problems used here, deploy such knowledge to a lesser degree while using calculators, or a combination of the two. Future studies could use the "lying calculator" procedure to investigate these possibilities further." (p. 29)

Finally, we have hopefully addressed the following Minor Points to the reviewer and editor's satisfaction:

-Abstract: after i.e., it should be "from" not "form"

We thank the reviewer for catching this oversight. It has been corrected.

-Line 123: Sentence structure is a bit long/awkward. Maybe break into two sentences: However, \*\*numeracy is\*\* more than a simple prerequisite. Since numeracy explicitly\....

We agree this sentence was too long and have broken it up into separate sentences.

-Line 131: missing words "than the": greater discriminability of skills \*\*than the\*\* expanded\....

We thank the reviewer for catching this oversight. It has been corrected.

-Line 157/158: Since it is between groups design, recommend clarifying that in the no lie condition the calculator will tell the truth on all problems vs. in the lie condition the calculator will lie on two problems. (If my understanding is correct).

The Measures section has been revised to make these clarifications.

\- Why round the answer to the nearest integer in the lie condition?

We have added the following sentence to hopefully clarify this: "This rounding was included because, on VP3, a number with fractions would not have resulted from computing the difference between two whole numbers."

\- Please clarify in procedure: If participants rechecked an answer (re-typed question into calculator) -- would it provide correct answer this time or still give the same error?

It has now been clarified in the first Procedure section, and in some others, that the "lying" calculator indeed kept displaying a false answer for any computation so long as the participant was on one of the problems it was programmed to lie on.

-Line 241: if only participants that used calculator on both critical problems were included in analysis -- please explicitly state what proportion of participants in the lie condition were omitted/included? Also do this for Study 2 and 3 please.

These numbers have been added to each results section, which we also hope will drive home to readers the limitation that participants were allowed to freely opt-in or out of using their calculator.

-Line 242/243: Why were 94 participants involved in suspicion percentages for VP3 and 109 participants for VP5? Is this now including participants who used calculator for each question but not nec. Both questions.

We've re-arranged sentences uniformly throughout the results section to make it clearer when we are reporting proportions from all calculator users from one problem or the other versus when we are talking about the sample of people used in the multilevel models who used the calculator on both problems.

We would like to close by thanking the reviewers again for the excellent suggestions. As you can see, they have significantly improved the manuscript. We hope you all agree that the results are exciting and useful to the PloS One readership and that the manuscript now merits publication.

Sincerely,

Mark LaCour

Norma G. Cantù

Tyler Davis
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